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National Eating Disorder Awareness Month at Winona State
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Melissa Edel
Winonan

National Eating Disorders
Awareness (NEDA) week was
observed in the United States
Feb. 26 -March 3.
Liz Neaton, a Minneapolis,
Minn. NEDA Navigator spoke
about the topic "Everybody

Knows Somebody," at Winona
State University on Feb. 27.
Neaton said her role as a
NEDA Navigator is to provide
a knowledgeable informal
source of support and guidance
to those new to an eating
disorder for treatment options
and resources.
Neaton shared her story about

life with an eating disorder and
said title first time she started
having thoughts about her body
was at four to five years old. At
nine years old, Neaton recalled
checking out a book about a
girl who was a fat, chubby
cheerleader. The book, she
said, clearly described how this
cheerleader was purging and

Neaton took after this behavior.
Neaton said 42 percent of 6-9
year old girls in the U.S. want
to be thinner. She said girls
aged 5-7 years old reported less
body esteem when they saw
Barbie dolls versus a doll with
a healthy image.
Neaton said she struggled all
through high school in and out

of treatment centers. Wanting
to be crowned Miss Minnesota,
Neaton said she started kicking
her eating disorder into full
gear by exercising extensively,
See EATING, pg.2

Contact us at winonan@winona.edu
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EATING
sometimes so much that she
would faint, and purging even
more to take off additional
weight in order to fit into her
pageant dress. Neaton did not
receive the Miss Minnesota
crown but she did end up
entering a support group where
she met an accountability
partner. Neaton said Sept. 22,
2009 is a special day for her.
"The day I entered Roger's
treatment center was the day
my life started," she said.
Neaton said she had been
in and out of treatment for 14
years. She said during this time,
her hair had fallen out, she had
rotted teeth, two miscarriages
and the doctor telling her she
would never be able to have a
baby. Yet eventually, Neaton
gave birth to a baby girl.
"There's no perfect picture
of what an eating disorder
looks like," Neaton said. She
explained some common types
of eating disorders including
anorexia nervosa, which is

continued from pg. 1
a dramatic weight loss and
a phobic fear of fat, bulimia
nervosa which is cycles of
binge eating and attempts to
purge through compensatory
behaviors, and the most
common but least talked about,
binge eating disease, which
affects 22 million Americans
and consists of frequent
episodes of uncontrolled binge
eating.
"Counseling and health
services at Winona State
University are prepared to
meet with individuals that
have an eating disorder or are
in recovery," said Winona
State's Registered Dietitian,
Jill Henscheid. "A multidisciplinary team is used for all
eating disorder treatment plans
such as a physician, counselor,
and registered dietitian."
Neaton said half of teenage
girls are dissatisfied with
their body, and 80 percent of
women in the United States
are dissatisfied with their
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appearance, largely because
media tells them they need to
be thin. An average person sees
3,000 ads per day, with one
third of these speaking directly
to beauty and appearance,
Neaton said.
Henscheid said, "Eating
disorders are difficult to treat
and recover from so as with
any disease, prevention is key."
Neaton said, "A calorie
is simply a measure of the
amount of energy released by
your food so when you restrict
your calories you restrict your
energy and when you restrict
your energy, you restrict your
brainpower."
She mentioned helpful ways
to stay healthy such as taking
the "mirror challenge," the next
time you look into a mirror
say, "I look good" or "Yep, I
look awesome today!" Neaton
suggested keeping a Positively
Beautiful Journal and adding
to it often, or writing positive
words and affirmations on a

mirror you look at often.
She also suggested to the
audience to, "Listen to your
body, for the body is amazing,
eat when hungry, rest when
tired and surround yourself
with people that are positive
to you." Neaton said, "It's
given you're beautiful because
you're alive."
Neaton explained ways to
help a friend with an eating
disorder. She suggested to
first get informed about eating
disorders. She said a friend
should share their concerns in
a supportive way,
"Don't attack, just be loving
and caring," she said.
She said a friend should
share their feelings and
mention specific examples, like
"eating disorders kill." Neaton
suggested
complimenting
a friend's
accomplishments
rather than their appearance.
She suggested participating in
"Operation Beautiful" where
written positive affirmations

on post-it notes, saying
"You're beautiful!" are posted
randomly in magazines or
around campus.
A student in the audience
asked if eating disorders stem
from genetics. Neaton said she
believed that, "Genetics loads
the gun, and society pulls the
trigger."
Another
student
asked
Neaton what she recommends
for college students who are
on budgets. She said, "A lot of
times it's actually cheaper to
go to the grocery store and buy
what you need for the week."
Henscheid said preventions
and awareness information
can be found at NEDA.com,
and ANAD.org.
Students
can contact the helpline at
800-931-2237 or Liz Neaton
at 612-501-5837 or lizn@
nationaleatingdisorders.org.
Contact Melissa at
MEdel08@winona.edu

Advice for poets: Richard Robbins visits Winona State
Calline Cronin
Winonan
Poet Richard Robbins visited
Winona State University on
Monday, Feb. 27, sharing his
thoughts on writing with the
students of English professor
James Armstrong's advanced
poetry class.
Robbins, who currently
teaches English and directs the
Good Thunder Reading Series
at Minnesota State UniversityMankato, is fairly new to the
midwest. He grew up with
his mother and grandparents
in Southern California and
Montana, where he eventually
attended San Diego State
University and the University
of Montana.
Armstrong's class recently
finished
reading
"Other
Americas", Robbins' latest
book of poetry. "Other
Americas", published in 2010,
explores the scenery of the
American West while weaving
in history and Robbins'
personal experiences.
One
characteristic
of
Robbins' poems is that they
all contain real details, such
as specific names of places
or people. Robbins uses
autobiographical or real details

in order to help the surface of a blank page."
the poem to be convincing for
In Robbins' opinion, a poem
his readers.
doesn't always have to be
"As writers, you want to have written in a set form. "You
details that are convincing," he want a poem to be interesting,
said. "You're trying to find a whether it is written in a form
way to have a reader enter the or not."
drama of the poem. You can
Overall, Robbins believes
only do that through details."
poetry is composed of musical,
Robbins also likes his poems charged language. Therefore,
to ha ve a strong sense of place he distinguishes good poetry
or location. "Time, place, and by its sound. "A good lyric
location," he said, "allow a poem should just pop."
reader to enter the imaginative
Amelia Lonnes, a student
place of the poem."
in Armstrong's class, enjoyed
For Robbins, landscape and Robbins' visit. "One thing I
place in a poem are deliberate found fascinating was how
choices, not incidental.
Robbins said that all he needs
To begin the process of is a phrase or an image in his
writing a poem, Robbins is head," she said.
open to the idea that inspiration
Another aspect that interested
can come from anywhere. Lonnes was how Robbins
"There will be a phrase or an established a sense of place
image in my head and I'll try within his poems.
to honor it by writing it down,"
"I really liked that he said
he said.
that landscapes or cityscapes
Robbins admitted that he presented in a poem set a mood
needs merely one image or for the readers," she said. "It
three or four words to produce interested me in maybe trying
a new poem.
to use landscapes or cityscapes
Additionally,
Robbins in my poem."
offered advice for the young
She also was intrigued by
poets. "Find things your love Robbins' belief that there's
about poems you absolutely nothing wrong with obsessively
love and try to imitate those writing about the same topic.
components,"
he
said. "If you keep coming to that
"Anything you do is better than idea it just means that there

Photo: barnesandnoble.com

is still more to be said about
it," Lonnes said. "I found that
really interesting."

Contact Calline at
CCronin07@winona.edu

After a trip to the Middle East, "No Place Called Home"
Erin Seaberg
Winonan
Winona State University
alumni Kim Shultz preformed
her one-woman play, "No Place
Called Home", on campus last
week. The show was created
in response to the Iraq refugee
crisis that is taking place in the
Middle East.
Shultz, who graduated with
a theater major, began work
on this piece after traveling to
the Middle East in 2009. She,
along with seven other artists,
spent three weeks in Jordan,
Lebanon, and Syria.
While in these counties, they
met with some of the estimated
4 million Iraqi people who
have been displaced since U.S.

military involvement in Iraq.
During these meetings they had
the opportunity to hear stories
from several Iraqi refugees.
Shultz portrayed many of
these refugees during, "No
Place Called Home." She also
acted as herself as she told the
story of the unexpected love
that developed between herself
and one of the refugees.
"It's hard because by playing
me I'm putting myself out there
and telling my own story; it's
very vulnerable. I decided to
include my true story in the
play because it draws people
in and then I am able to slowly
bring in the voices of other
characters," she said.
Shultz used costume pieces,
accents and body language

to convey the characters and deals with very serious subject
emotions that appeared in so I try to approach some of it
each story. The stories told of with comic sensibility and find
the fear, loneliness, pain and light moments within heavy
suffering that the refugees have subjects."
Shultz, Gaston and director
experienced since losing their
homes.
Sarah Cameron Sunde put
"No Place Called Home", the show together over many
also included live music by months following their trip.
Amikaeyla Gaston. She used It was commissioned and
vocals, drums, flutes, chimes produced by Intersections
and various other instruments International.
The show has been on tour
to help narrate the acting.
Gaston said, "These people for about a year and has visited
lost more than a home or a place multiple college campuses.
to live. They lost their way of "The reason I want to take it
life, culture and traditions that to colleges and universities is
have been built over centuries." to active the people in those
The show was a mix of communities. These schools
drama, comedy and romance. are often where change takes
Shultz said, "I come from a place and people really get
comic background. This play active about issues."

Following the show was a
discussion led by C. Eduardo
Vargas
of
Intersections
International.
Intersections
International is a New York
based organization that works
towards social justice.
Shultz said her experience "
was absolutely life changing. I
don't know how anyone could
be in the rooms that we were in,
hear the stories we heard, hug
the people we hugged and not
be changed."
More information about
the play can be found at
www.omarwashisname.
blogspot.com
and
www.
noplacecalledhome.com.
Contact Erin at
ESeaberg06@winona.edu
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Summer Session offers opportunity to get ahead
Beth Rockswold
Winonan
Summer classes provide
students with an opportunity
to catch up on credits or to get
ahead and graduate early.
The summer schedule is a
unique one at Winona State
University. Many students
take advantage of the Summer
Session offered at Winona
State.
Summer Session is very
different from fall and spring
semesters because it is broken
up into three short segments
that allow students to focus on
completing one or two classes
in a condensed time frame.
There is May session, First
Summer Session, and Second
Summer Session. The first and

second summer sessions are in
the months of June and July.
Everyone can take summer
classes, even those who are
not enrolled at Winona State.
Freshmen,
sophomores,
juniors, seniors and graduate
students can all take summer
classes.
Summer Session also offers
a large number of classes, and
a variety of online and hybrid
courses. Summer Session
tuition and fees for classes are
calculated based on the number
of credits taken, with no fulltime flat rate.
Many students choose to take
summer classes to give them a
jump ahead of everyone else.
"I guess the reason I decided
to take summer classes was
because even though some

people looked at summer for
their break time, I looked
at it as a time to get ahead,"
said a Winona State graduate
and history major, Sheema
Ramcharan.
"Overall I took eight summer
classes which put me ahead an
entire semester," she added.
Ramcharan, who is now
a clubhouse coordinator for
Canterbury Park, explained
the benefits of taking classes
during Summer Session.
"It is a great way to take
your generals because the class
load was smaller and the pace
was quick but you efficiently
learned
everything
too,"
Ramcharan said.
She said that she learned
a lot more and had a much
more relaxed time taking

summer classes because of the
atmosphere. She also said that
she would recommend students
taking at least one summer
class while in college because
everything about the Summer
Session atmosphere is relaxed
and the campus is kind of
empty, and not as stressful.
Summer classes have a
different overall feel about
them and although they are
fast-paced and shorter than a
spring or fall semester class,
they can be easily adjustable.
However,
during
the
summertime, some students
may not be able to afford or to
take time off of work to take
summer classes at Winona
State.
"I'm not taking any summer
classes because I need to use

the time in the summer to
work," said student Helen
Meyers. "I need to save money
for the school year, when I do
not have as much time to work
because of classes," she said.
During the Summer Session
at Winona State, classes are
a little different than they
are during spring and fall
semesters. Most students find
this appealing because there
are fewer tests and more case
studies and projects.

Contact Beth at
BRockswold08@winona.edu
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Summer session courses may fit well into a student's schedule.
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Laptop preview event this week
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Laptops remain an essential tool at Winona State University.
Rebecca Mueller

Winonan
Students and faculty will
have the opportunity to preview
the newest HP and MacBook
models at the e-Warrior Laptop
Showcase Event this Tuesday
and Wednesday, Mar. 6 and
7. The yearly event is open to
the Winona State University
campus, including students and
faculty.
On Tuesday, the event will
take place in the Student
Activity Center in Kryzsko
Commons, and on Wednesday
will be held in the atrium of the
Science Laboratory Center. It
will run from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
on both days.
The two laptops on display
will be the new HP 8460w
and the current MacBook
Pro. The new HP model is the
actual laptop that students will

receive if they are scheduled to
exchange laptops in Summer
2012. Because Apple has not
yet released a newer model of
the MacBook Pro, the current
model will be on display at the
event.
Dean Feller, director of user
services, explained that the
new HP model features more
RAM and a better hard drive, in
addition to being engineered to
avoid the overheating display
driver issue that has been a
common complaint among HP
users at Winona State.
Feller said the purpose
of the e-Warrior Laptop
Showcase Event is "to get
input from students in regard
to the new technology under
consideration." Students and
faculty will also be able to
learn about other upcoming
technology possibilities at
Winona State.

Feller encouraged everyone
to attend, saying, "We want
feedback
about
what's
important to them."
At the event, attendees will be
asked to fill out a short survey.
Those completing the survey
will be entered in a drawing for
prizes such as flash drives.
Laptop models are ultimately
selected by the e-Warrior Digital
Life and Learning Committee,
which is made up of four
student representatives, four
professors, and Information
Technology Services staff
members. The committee uses
student input from the event to
assist in the decision-making
process.
"It's very necessary that we
get student input," Feller said.
In
the
past,
student
participation has been a critical
factor in the laptop selection
process. For example, a few

years ago, Gateway laptop
users requested lighter-weight
laptops at the laptop preview
event. As a result, a lighter
laptop was chosen for the next
rotation.
The
e-Warrior
Laptop
Showcase Event will be run
primarily by the student
representatives
of
the
e-Warrior Digital Life and
Learning Committee. Feller,
who organized the event, will
be in attendance to hear student
input, but he ultimately wants
students to speak with other
students.
"We want students to lead
this," he said.
More laptop models will be
on display at next year's Laptop
Showcase Event, allowing
those in attendance to give
feedback about a wider variety
of laptops. Using the input
received at the 2013 event as

a guide, the e-Warrior Digital
Life and Learning Committee
will bid on a new set of laptops
for Winona State students
and faculty. Past laptops have
included Dell, Gateway, and
Toshiba laptop models.
While 2012 is not a multimodel year, student and faculty
feedback is always welcomed
and necessary.
For more information
about the event or other
technological concerns, please
visit the Technical Support
Center in Somsen 207 or
contact techsupport@winona.
edu. To view the current laptop
models, please visit www.
winona.edu/it/laptopmodels.
asp.

Contact Rebecca at
RMueller08@winona.edu
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UPAC sponsors Loud and Local at Winona State
Karin Chandler
Winonan
The Winona State University
Programming
Activities
Committee, UPAC, presented
Loud and Local March 2.
Loud and Local featured three
bands: Jamestown Story, Koo
Koo Kanga Roo, and Camera
Can't Lie. It was UPAC's third
annual Loud and Local concert.
The two previous years,
Loud and Local was located in
the Student Activities Center;
however, this year it was in
East Hall to take advantage of
more space for the second act.
The first, an acoustic pop
band called Jamestown Story,
consists of two members,
Dane Schmidt and Brandyn
Anderson from Minneapolis,
Minn.
Schmidt said he enjoyed

playing at Winona State. "We
haven't played a show for a
while. This is a nice campus
and it's always fun."
The 27 year-old said he has
been playing concerts since
he was 18 and enjoys the life
he has as a musician. "I like
being my own boss. I get to do
whatever I want, but it's a lot
of work."
Students enjoyed the concert
as well.
Mallary Griffin said, "I like
them [Jamestown Story]. I
heard about them through my
friend, Ed Wimp, who's in
a band called Every Wakes
Dream. He told me about them,
and said I should go."
The size of the crowd was on
the smaller side. Maeve Doyle
said, "I loved Jamestown Story.
I feel bad there's not more
people, I wished more people

would've shown up. They're
really good."
Lissa Martinez said, "If more
people would've known, more
would've come."
Koo Koo Kanga Roo is a
hyper-active dance pop band of
two members, Bryan and Neil,
from Minneapolis, Minn. The
band produced an energetic
and interactive performance.
They sang songs about the
alphabet, peanut butter and
jelly, dinosaurs, colors, pirates,
and unicorns.
Sabrina Hoover, a student,
said, "It was really funny. It
was a good stage and a nice set
up."
Sam Nestaval said, "Koo
Koo is an experience that you'll
never have at another concert.
It's a learning experience. My
favorite song was "Cody the
Coyote."

Nicole Remer said, "You're
never bored. It's a learning
and fun experience all in
one. My favorite part was the
parachute."
Camera Can't Lie was
the third and final group to
perform. They are a rock band
from Owatonna, Minn, based
in the Twin Cities. The band
consists of Eric Aijes and
Kyle Lindsay, two former high
school friends. The band is
active in finding organizations
that they can be a part of. One
of their current organizations is
sending e-cards to loved ones
overseas.
During
Camera
Can't
Lie's performance, when the
members of the band were
introduced, Aijes, the lead
singer, said, "I feel like this is a
support group."
An
audience
member

responded "How many years?"
He replied, "I've been
addicted to a rock group for
many years."
Andi Gronlund said, "Even
though the audience was small,
they [Camera Can't Lie] rocked
out. They played like it was a
sold-out show."
Leon and Dee Lindsay,
parents of the bass player
Kyle [Camera Can't Lie], said,
"I think they really enjoyed
coming. They have a really
good attitude. If they're close...
within a day, we would go."

Contact Karin at
KChandler08@winona. edu

Finaall Hall
Private Student Housing
1 Minute from WSU Campus

Save $$$ and Save commute time
(507) 452.4637

fingallh@hbci.com

www.fingallhall.com

Advertise in the Winonan.
Email HShambiin11@winona.edu, CFuginaOS@winona.edu or
BWastart09@winona.edu to get started.

a) like the smell of books
b) fix photocopiers in your spare time
c) know AP style like the back of your hand
d) avoid cliches like the plague
e) beat everybody at Scrabble on a regular basis
f) read excessive amounts of information and bore your
roommates with it
g) know the leaders of every major and minor country
h) diagram sentences while waiting for the shuttle

6«.N«ws

i) write poems about everything
j) despise comma splices
k) make obsessive predictions about every state primary
I) make annoying puns

if you circled one or more of the above, don't
worry. You are not insane, but you should really
consider writing for the Winonan. Contact News
Editor Marcie Ratiiff at MRatliff09@winona.edu for
details. News writing experience is preferred, but
we like to teach if you are willing to learn.
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Athenaeum: Business in Africa
Time: 1-2 p.m.
Place: Library 2nd floor
Contact: Allison Quam
AQuam@winona.edu

Math/Stat Club: Early Pi Day
(actual date is Mar. 14)
Time: 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Place: Lower Hyphen
Contact: Laura Maki

Laptop Showcase Event
Time: 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Place: SLC atrium
Contact: Tech Support

"The Bro Code: How Contemporary
Culture Creates Sexist Men"
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Somsen Auditorium
Contact: Tamara Berg
TBerg@winona.edu

Mass Comm Department Presents
"The Real World"
Time: 6 p.m.
Place: Phelps Hall
Contact: Meg Carey
mcarey07@winona.edu

University Directories interviews
(paid internship opportunity)
Time: All day
Contact: Career Services
career@winona.edu

ArtMuse Exhibit
Time: All Day
Place: Watkins Hall
Contact: Kathy Peterson
KPeterson@winona.edu

ArtMuse Exhibit
Time: All Day
Place: Watkins Hall
Contact: Kathy Peterson
KPeterson@winona.edu

By the way, Spring Break starts today.

Name tag day. Hello, my name is.

Skipping a week forward-
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Guest Speaker: Sanela Ramie
Jurich
National chocolate caramel day.
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Guest Speaker: Mary L. Gray
Time: Reception 5:30 p.m.,
Event 7 p.m.
Place: Somsen Auditorium Lobby
Contact: Tamara Berg
TBerg@winona.edu

deadline.

Big Bird's birthday,
(now we all feel old)

WELL Cafe
Time: 4-5:30 p.m.
Place: IWC 143
Contact: Health Promotion
healthpromotion@winona.edu
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Leaving a good tip means good karma
Ashley Ludin
Winonan
My whole life I have known
someone who worked in
the food industry, mostly as
waiters or waitresses. Then,
when I was in high school, I
started serving as well.
With this constant exposure
to the service industry, I
have always known that
tipping is how many servers
make money, especially in
Wisconsin where servers only
make $2.33 an hour. I have
always been one to tip 15-20
percent, usually depending on
the service, but there have been
those rare occasions when the
service was so horrible that I

didn't leave a tip.
Now, I understand that in
Minnesota servers make more
than $2.33 an hour, but I still
think that if you receive good
service and the server has
a smile on their face, they
deserve a tip.
In the past three years, I
believe there was one time that
I didn't tip. It was a time that
it honestly took 45 minutes to
get the bill, and to be honest,
we should have just dined and
dashed.
Being a server in the past, I
know that it only takes around
two minutes to print off a
receipt and drop it off at the
table, so that prolonged time
was not acceptable to me.

In high school, a big
problem I had with going out
to eat with my friends was their
tipping habits. I know that I
shouldn't have cared, but a lot
of the time, my friends would
tip 10 percent or less and I felt
like I had to over compensate
for their bad habits in my tip,
often times leaving three to
four more dollars than I had to.
It is true that I could have
been
overanalyzing
the
situation, but I felt bad enough
for the server as it was, taking
care of a table of six obnoxious
teenagers. At the restaurant
I worked at, everyone hated
tables of teenagers because
they knew that they would not
receive the tip they deserved,

so wouldn't pay much attention
to that table. They knew not to
expect a high tip, so I wanted
to prove them wrong.
Coming to college, I have
been blessed to find a group of
friends who understand how
to tip and leave an appropriate
amount every time. I am no
longer left leaving extra cash
on the table to make up for
their small tips.
I hope that the tipping is
just something that comes with
age and that my friends from
high school now understand
how to tip and know what
an appropriate tip is. If the
service is good and there are
no problems, show the server
your appreciation with a nice

tip. Believe it or not, a nice
tip from one person really can
make their night. So, remember
to tip your servers!

Contact Ashley at
ALudin08@winona.edn
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POSITIONS IN OUR
DISTRIBUTION CENTER:
• Opportunities for advancement
• We have PART-TIME & FULL TIME opportunities
on 1st & 2nd shift in our state of the art
Distribution Center

one-on-one review

WE ARE CURRENTLY SEEKING APPLICANTS:
• With solid work history and proven dependability
• Who enjoy working in a fast paced environment
•Who possess a strong work ethic, are reliable and efficient
• Who have excellent attention to detail and have experience working
in a physically demanding work environment
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News & information:
Panel 7pm

See your ad here!
Email winonaH@winoHa.edu
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Why shopping is the root of all evil
Molly Barrett
Winonan
I looked at my bank balance
online today and almost cried.
Now, this isn't a reaction that
is necessarily uncommon for
me to have when looking at
the amount of money I have to
my name, but I am amazed at
my ability to spend my income
at the rate that I do.
Scrolling down, I see
multiple purchases over $40
at Target, most of these being
trips where I only needed
toilet paper, or toothpaste, or
shampoo. But then there's
the new Cosmo with Megan
Fox on the cover. And those
new lipsticks that I only have
seven out of the ten colors
of. And that candle smells so
good... before I know it, I'm

cringing at my purchases at
the check-out, glaring at the
cashier as I swipe my card
through, although I worked for
four years at Target and know
that it's not their fault I can't
control myself within its walls.
If I already didn't have
enough of a problem with
buying
clothes
(dresses,
mostly), I now have started an
unhealthy makeup obsession
that began over winter break
when I literally had nothing to
do all day except sit at home
and look at things I wish I
could buy.
With
Christmas
came
spending
money,
which
immediately went into the
Mall of America, instead of
being saved for rent, or spent
on something useful, which

etraInvestments
Clean and quiet living
Effiency - 1&2 Bedroom
Off street parking
Laudry on site
Heat included
Call (507) 454.5250

are two things I've never quite a hopeful plead with future
been able to master.
employers, I'll need to learn
I know that eventually in the that I don't need the endless
future (or next year already... trips to Target, Sephora and
yikes), I will need to figure out Etsy online.
a way to manage my money so
If anyone has any ideas
that I am not only not living on how to not spend my
paycheck to paycheck, but so paycheck the second I get it,
that I am no longer in debt. besides taking out all cash and
With student loans and credit physically burying it under
card debt piling up behind me my apartment, please let me
like a trail everywhere I walk, know. I'm running out of
I've got to make a change, and time to be able to look at my
fast.
bank account and not burst
None of the "stuff' I spend into tears. No one needs that
my money on is anything I ruining their day.
actually need. Sure, it's great
to pull the tags off a new dress
in the morning, or be able to
throw a new lipstick (or two)
in your purse. But if I'm going
to be an upstanding member Contact Molly at
of society, degree in hand and MBarrett08@winona.edu

Student Housing
-4 & 5 bedroom houses
-Close to campus, 1-3 blocks
-Heat, water and rubbish included
-3 bedroom apartment
-3 blocks from WSU

You're going to
need the
experience.
Even if you're
an inquisitive,
ruthless,
down-and-dirty
reporter...

Call (507) 458.5699

...you're still
going need
clips.

Interested in writing for the Winonan?
Email Molly Parrett at M^arrettOS@winona.edu.

Start here.
The Winonan is
looking fo
reporters.

Email Editorin-Chief
Molly Barrett
with a writing
sample.
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"Project X" provides viewers with crazy party

imdb.com

Hannah Bauman
Winonan
Think of every party you
have ever been to. Now
multiply it by ten. Better
yet, multiply what you just
multiplied by ten.
Now, in total you have
multiplied the best party you
have ever been to by one
hundred. It still will never
reach the bar that was set by
the party put on in "Project
X". After seeing the movie I
am split two ways. Part of me
wishes to never experience
anything as crazy as that.
But then the other half has
already started thinking of
how I could pull something
like that off.
Opening scene of the
movie the screen is black and
provides a warning of "Do
NOT Attempt this" and the
usual. I got the same feeling I
got when I saw "Paranormal
Activity". The shifty camera
work and weird documentary
feeling returned. It only
took ten seconds for me to
realize that this movie and
"Paranormal" were going to
be entirely different.
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With a fresh cast who has for them to get a name for Benz, your attention will be
all over the place on what's
barely made a dent in the themselves, he allows it.
With taglines such as happening on screen.
acting world it provides a
Ever been to a party that
blank slate for the viewer. "You are invited", "Witness
There is the best friend, it", and "The party you've has had security? How
Costa, with the ladies' only dreamed about" they about the security being two
man attitude. Think Jonah paint a pretty good picture twelve-year old boys? Costa
Hill circa "Superbad" but of what this movie is going thinking of everything hires
skinnier and with money and to be about. Everyone two kids he knows. Now
more hook-ups. Sidekick was truly invited to this twelve year olds? Really?
number two: J.B. The best shindig. Costa took hold of How much of a threat can
way to describe young J.B. everything and manhandled those two be? Well when
social
networking, they are equipped with nun
would be a Jonah Hill look- the
a-like but with the Michael posting everything on the chucks and police batons,
Cera attitude in "Superbad". school news announcements, oh and a stun gun, they can
One thing that seems to be Facebook, Craigslist and pretty much take anything
a reoccurring trait in these of course, mass texting down. Plus, the heart that
teen-party movies is that the everyone in his contacts list. these two put into protecting
friends are always Jewish. It truly is the party one would the party is truly hilarious.
Always. Not saying it's a bad dream about, well, someone
This was a great movie
thing by any means but the between the ages of 14 and that had me laughing the
fact that they can use their 24 I suppose.
whole way through. Do
From a pool to a bouncy NOT go and see if you are:
Bar Mitzvah as a source of
house, this party literally easily offended, frown at
humor is all in good fun.
Then we make our way has everything. For the underage drinking, do not
to the birthday boy, the tall, male viewers there is not a laugh easily, find fat jokes
lanky blonde Thomas. He shortage of topless females. to be obnoxious, or if you
does not know what to think There are so many elements just cannot have fun. At all.
of the cameraman that Costa to the gathering that one For those of you out there
has recruited to film his big night doesn't seem long who have seen the movie and
birthday but he goes along enough. From the keg-sized want to throw a party such
with it. To say it bluntly he's beer bong, which divides as the one seen in the movie
a pushover. In the end when into at least twenty hoses here are some pointers: (First
Costa forces him to throw and is hoisted into a tree to of all I advise not to but what
the party of lifetime in order the wreckage of a father's do I know) One, how about

not doing it in the residential
neighborhood
where all
your neighbors have known
you since birth. Two, do not
piss off a drug dealer, better
yet, just do not get involved
with one. Three, lock up any
household pets with enough
water and food to survive
a couple of days. Trust me.
Finally four, do not post your
address on Craigslist or any
other social networking site.
I leave you now with the
fun little fact I found out
while researching this movie.
It was based on an actual
party. Sixteen year-old Corey
Delaney threw it in Australia
while his parents were away.
With 500 guests and $20,000
in damage, Delaney got quite
the scolding from his parents
afterward. Obviously it must
not have been that effective
because the kids tried to
throw another party. Some
people never learn.

Contact Hannah at
HBaumanl 0@winona. edu
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24-Hour Theatre show: what were they thinking?
Hannah Jones
Winonan
Pulling an all-nighter is
a task in itself. Usually this
questionable activity lies
within the realm of lastminute test crammers, or
recreational clubbers, or
people who are secretly
vampires and robots.
The strain of remaining
awake for that long alone is
havoc on the body, and that's
saying nothing of the strain
of completing one's task on
so little sleep. That being
said, I recently took part in
Winona State University's
annual 24-Hour Theatre
production, which begs the
question: am I insane or a
robot?
24-Hour Theatre is an
annual event open to all
students and alumni of
Winona State. From 7 p.m. on
Friday to 7 p.m. on Saturday,
our job was to write, cast,
rehearse, and perform three
original one-act plays. Our
merry band included 18
actors, three stage managers,
three directors, three writers,
designers,
set
costume
designers, and a few house

managers, and I'm fairly
certain at this point that
all of us had to be at least
slightly unstable to do this to
ourselves on an annual basis.
Seven o'clock on Friday
was aglow with energy and
enthusiasm. This was due in
part to our excitement, and
in part to the energy drinks,
coffee mugs, and various
sugary baked goods we all
clutched in our trembling
hands.
We counted down the
seconds until the hour
together as if we were
ringing in the New Year,
cheering as our 24-hour
time limit officially began.
I found that the festivities
were short-lived, however, as
the writers were immediately
sequestered
into
the
conference room. The door
closed, and a click could be
heard from the outside. For a
few seconds we stared at one
another in wide-eyed panic
before someone had the
sense to request the privilege
of leaving the room for break
reasons. Still, the message
was clear. Until those scripts
were done, we were to stay
right where we were. The

countdown party was over.
Time to get to work.
By 11 p.m., all three
scripts were completed, each
at least ten minutes in length.
All three writers slouched
languidly in our chairs,
feeling as though we had
given birth to our Microsoft
Word documents in lieu of
having simply typed them
out furiously for the past
four hours. The directors and
stage .managers swept into
the room and immediately
began to debate on casting
details. While we had been
closed off in the conference
room, everyone else had
been far from idle.
The actors were auditioning
for these pieces even as they
were being written, reading
from sample scripts as the
directors took diligent notes
and nursed their coffee. One
short hour later, the plays
were cast. It was time to
begin rehearsal.
My part in the process was
largely over, so I wandered
the site to see what else I
could do. After all, we only
had 19 more hours. There
had to be something that
needed doing.

In the black box, the
tech workers were already
handling the set and lighting
situation. A student on a
mechanical lift hung curtains
while
another
furiously
painted a freshly-assembled
backdrop, all the while
sending other participants
on fetching and carrying
errands. The din of power
drills, engines, and rock
music from a nearby laptop
made me think of some
hardcore Santa's workshop
- only with less time to
achieve the finished product.
There was simply no room
for me in the process, so I
reluctantly slipped away.
Surely some task was being
shirked. It was only natural
with our time limit.
Costume design clearly
didn't need any help either.
By the time I came back from
a four-hour sleeping break,
all the actors were dressed
and running through their
scenes in various corners of
the PAC. I was astounded.
While I had been taking what
optimistically could be called
a nap, others had been hard
at work making these scripts
a reality. Some managed to

Winona State University's Mass Communications
student-based news channel provides news for
the camput and the community!
This week on NEWS 24...

•The winona city planning commission has
approved a conditional use permit that will
regulate frac sand operations.
- A mw Ml has been introduced in tht house
senate that could create more internships for
college students
•Find out how a perminant tattoo could
potentially save a life.
"Like" WSU News 24 on Facebook at
facebook.com/WSUNews24
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get only two hours of shuteye, others only 45 minutes.
Regardless, for the next 10
hours until curtain, none of
us slept a wink. There was
simply too much to do.
I'm not exactly sure how to
describe our state when the
curtain finally went up. Some
of the countdown excitement
was not lost. However, it
was mixed into a haze of
Red Bull, Hmong cuisine,
achy muscles, bruised knees,
inside jokes that weren't
funny, and 24 full hours of
constant activity. I felt like I
was on another planet. But,
when the lights went up and
I saw the actors bring the
scripts we wrote the night
before to life, my sleepsodden brain knew only one
coherent fact. Next year, I
was totally doing this again.
That's probably the coffee
talking. Or, maybe I really
am a robot...

Contact Hannah at
HJones09@winona.edu
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Winona State Athenaeum Series holds history discussion
Courtney Kowalke
Winonan

emphasized
teaching
students about the three
types of resources - primary,
The
Winona
State secondary and tertiary. Most
University
Athenaeum textbooks are classified as
Series presented "What was tertiary sources since the
New in History? History material is "twice-removed
Through History Textbooks" from the original events," in
Schmidt's words.
Wednesday, Feb. 29.
By comparing a variety
"Everyone here has such
fond memories of their of textbooks over the
history textbooks, right?" years, Schmidt focused his
joked Winona State History teachings on the change
or continuity found in
professor Gregory Schmidt.
Schmidt's lecture explored textbooks. "For most papers
"the concept of change and my students would use nine
continuity of college-level to 10 books, and they were
American History textbooks" always surprised by the
and focused on how history amount of change from one
textbooks have evolved edition to the next," Schmidt
said.
through the 20th century.
"Most students seem to
Held on the second floor
of the Krueger Library, think the textbook is the
the discussion attracted 30 truth," Schmidt said. "The
students, professors, and books are written in thirdperson
omniscient,
but
community members.
"What people think of the what's written isn't just
past changes over time," gospel."
By comparing texts over
Schmidt said, "so sometimes
in textbooks the perception time, Schmidt has found
of what's going on is not unique patterns regarding
what subjects get covered
true."
Schmidt's
analysis
of or emphasized. "Events that
history textbooks began in later turn out to be significant
1998 when he began teaching may not even appear in some
a History Methods course. early-edition textbooks," he
Focusing on social science said.
For example, books from
teaching methods, Schmidt

the 1960s downplay early
feminism,
mentioning
landmark events like Seneca
Falls but glossing over the
radical action that made
them possible. The books
also avoid subjects like the
Trail of Tears and the New
England witch trials.
One continuous trait of
these textbooks, S-chmidt
noted, is how they are
written. "The text can't go
above the vocabulary of an
llth-grader," Schmidt said.
He also pointed out how
many books are written or
edited by multiple people.
"This tag-team must sound
exactly the same so readers
can't tell who wrote which
section, and in the process
the material gets dumbed
down," Schmidt said.
Most textbooks are also
14 to 16 chapters long,
equivalent to the number
of weeks in one college
semester. "The length of
the term controls the book,
not the actual historical
material," Schmidt said.
Themes
also
repeat,
focusing
the
reader's
attention on a story of
progress.
"According to
textbooks, almost everything
is getting better almost all

the time," Schmidt said. a platform for students to
"They focus on when each of argue with or against.
the states joined, making our
Schmidt is disappointed
country bigger and better, that with the advent of the
and they focus on population Internet the purpose of
increases. What could we textbooks has not greatly
focus on instead?"
improved.
"The material
In contrast to what the in there still exists mainly
textbooks provide, Schmidt to serve as memorization
turned attention to the exercises," he said.
extinction rate of native
"The way I see it, students
tribes, languages, and animal do this three times," Schmidt
species, along with the said. "They have American
decreasing forest coverage history in junior high, in
and
animal
population. high school, and in college
For numbers on the rise, for at least a semester.
he
highlighted
military These classes teach basically
spending, incarceration rates, the same material, but I
inflation of domestic prices, believe if I gave a final
and national pollution.
[exam] on the first day of
"These statistics show a my college course, most
bigger picture of the US, one if not all students would
you won't find in textbooks," flunk. What's the point of
Schmidt said.
having them memorize these
For the past 12 years, facts in college if they don't
Schmidt has not used remember the information
textbooks in his courses. the first two times?"
Although he required one
Schmidt believes students
for a History course this would be better served to
semester to supplement his pick a few things to learn
weekly lectures, Schmidt well and truly engage in.
admitted he wouldn't start
using textbooks again.
"I've
just
had
bad
experiences with them," he
said, adding that the best
a textbook can do for one Contact Courtney at
of his courses is to provide CKowalke08@winona.edu

Off-Campus
Living
there Is only ONE...

Finding renters the PERFECT home
Off-Campus since 1985
Over 100+ units available for rent
Houses and Apartments
Studios, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 bedrooms all available!

UNITS CLOSE TO WSU CAMPUS
Look for us on the corner of Broadway and Main
Just 2 blocks from WSU campus

Call (507)452-8808
or e-mail us at grms@hbci.com

flreatrivermanagement.com
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Finqall Hall
Private Student Housing
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Winona State cafeteria feeds a variety of characters

aceDooK.com/wsudiningservices

Hannah Jones
Winonan
The cafeteria is a site
of
daily
interpersonal
interaction.
Freshmen,
sophomores, juniors, seniors
and occasionally others avail
themselves of this resource,
and this provides for an
interesting social dynamic.
When you think about it,
it's almost like sharing the
same kitchen and dining area
with a few friends and about
50
additional
strangers.
Everyone's eating habits,
table customs, conversational
volumes,
and
dietary
preferences come together
in the same room under
the pretense of an intimate
dining experience. In our
own homes, we never had
to worry about that six-foottall three-foot-wide wrestler
getting to the pancake line
before we did, or the burnedout weirdo who keeps
inexplicably staring at you
as he chews his pizza ever
so slowly. If such characters
had arrived unannounced to
dine in our quarters, it would
have been reason enough to
call the police. Here, they are
our tablemates.
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Navigating this human
minefield
of
awkward
proximity can be taxing at
times, especially when all you
want in the world is a stupid
tuna sandwich and a goshdarned banana and some
peace and quiet. However,
we must all be aware of
the people with whom we
share this community space.
After all, they may be just
as put off by our habits as
we are by theirs. Here are
just a few types of cafeteria
regulars that may leave us a
bit "steamed." No? "Fried?"
How about "scrambled?"
Certainly not "baked." Scrap
the puns; you get the picture.
1.
The "Salad Diva"
This health-conscious or
picky eater is usually female,
but not exclusively so. Her
haunt is the salad bar, and
seems perfectly content to
spend her entire lunch hour
in that spot, using the salad
tongs to pluck individual
spinach leaves, mushrooms,
and crumbs of hardboiled egg
from vats of their kind. The
common method for creating
a salad is scooping various
little piles of ingredients
together as one travels
expediently down the line,
but this selective eater won't

have it. She sifts through
each vat like she is panning
for gold, choosing with care
each carrot shaving, raisin,
or sunflower seed. You may
be tempted to seize her
tongs and inform her using
your outside voice that they
are, in fact, tongs, and not
tweezers, but this would not
be apt. Instead, try crossing
over to the other side of the
bar, or even skipping ahead
of her, if there's adequate
room between her and the
next person. A positive about
the salad diva is that she's
completely aware of the
painstaking nature of her
behavior, and will understand
if you pass her by. Either that,
or she'll be too consumed
in picking individual black
beans to notice.
2.
The "Loiterer"
The cafeteria can tend to
be a crowded place, so many
diners put a premium on
efficiency as they gather their
food. This diner, however,
sees fit to stop and smell
the roses... in the middle
of the cafeteria walkway.
The Loiterer comes in all
shapes and sizes, but his
behavior is unvaryingly
the same. Whether he is
talking to a friend, to a

food service worker, on his
phone, or sometimes not at
all, he suddenly stops and
stands completely still in the
footpath of every other diner
in the vicinity. Often there is
no explanation for his sudden
freeze. He'll be holding his
plate of spaghetti, seemingly
walking with purpose and
without warning, he'll begin
to perform his rendition
of a biblical salt pillar out
of Sodom and Gomorrah.
Sadly, there is no way to
avoid this character, so it
pays to become practiced
at
maneuvering
around
him. He'll awaken from
his daze eventually, but in
the meantime, your soup is
getting cold.
3.
The "Vulture"
The cafeteria, as I have
said, is often packed with
students, so sometimes it's
difficult to find a place to
sit. The hours of 11 a.m.
and 5 p.m. are the worst for
cafeteria traffic jams, and it's
not a rare occurrence to run
out of empty tables. When
this happens, this breed of
diner takes wing and begins
to circle. The "Vulture" is a
determined diner who does
not accept a lack of tables
as a legitimate excuse to

carry out his food. Instead,
he cunningly selects a seated
group who appears to be
taking their last few bites,
make his way over to them,
and simply stare at them
silently until they leave.
Many a time I have felt the
piercing gaze of a chairless
student, waiting wordlessly
for my time to expire. When
faced with these individuals,
it's best just to adjourn the
meal and let him have the
seat. At this point, he's
desperate. It wouldn't be
much fun to linger under that
thousand-mile stare anyway.
Hopefully, this guide has
been of some use to you. Just
remember that we all share
the cafeteria, and we all
have our quirks and habits.
I'm sure, somewhere out
there, there's a frustrated
student venting about that
girl who keeps microwaving
everything she eats and
putting weird stuff in her
oatmeal. My advice to them:
just stay out of my way. I'm
hungry.

Contact Hannah at
HJones09@winona.edu
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Unearthing LA's buried treasure: Nite Jewel

Michael Wittig
Winonan
In 2008 Ramona Gonzalez,
stage name Nite Jewel, began
recording music in her home
on a portable eight-track
recorder in Los Angeles.
Still a philosophy student
at Occidental College at

the time, she now has a
bachelor's degree and a slew
of musical releases on her
list of achievements. Also a
multimedia artist, Gonzalez
has turned her Nite Jewel
project into a three-piece
touring
outlet
featuring
Emily
Kuntz
playing
keyboards and sampler, and

Student Housing
-4 & 5 bedroom houses
-Close to campus, 1-3 blocks
-Heat, water and rubbish included
-3 bedroom apartment
-3 blocks from WSU
Call (507) 458.5699
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Corey Granet on
bass guitar.
With roughly ten
or more EPs under
her belt, and now
two
full-length
LPs,
Gonzalez
manages to keep a
classic, retro feel
in her music that
has existed since
day one.
Her 2008 debut
"Good
Evening"
introduced
us
to a new type of
sound, or was it
old? The sounds
were lo-fi, full of
synth, and 80's
vibes. The formula
was fairly simple;
drum
machines,
a
microphone,
Roland
SP404
sampler,
and
n o s t a l g i a .
Somewhere in the
midst of a dance
party and a vacant
garage, Gonzalez churns out
amazing vocal pop ballads.
Having
worked
with
numerous record labels,
Gonzalez has a new fulllength titled "One Second to
Love" being released March
6 on the Secretly Canadian
imprint. The album upon

first listen sounds very much
like a natural progression for
Ramona.
Many people try to classify
music into a certain genre
and file it nicely. Some call
this type of music lo-fi, shoegaze, chill-wave, retro-pop,
etc. "One Second to Love"
once again proves to us why
pigeon-holing music is never
a good thing. The sounds on
this album are vast, and best
to be enjoyed rather than
dissected.
The album starts with
a personal ballad called
"This Story". The vocals
are surreal, and the music
is straight out of an 80's
movie... from the future.
Gonzalez claims the song
is her favorite on the
album and has an element
of nostalgia.
The album
progresses with the more
pop-oriented danceable tune
"She's Always Watching
You". This song is very
reminiscent of the earlier
material found on 2008's
"Good Evening". The track
feels new and crisp, yet like
you have heard it a thousand
times before.
Gonzalez
shows
her
diversity and examines the
world of bass culture on the
track "No I Don't". The

track, my favorite on the
album, has a pulsing James
Blake feel and a shuttering
dubstep bass line.
Even
through the wobbles and
synths, Gonzalez's vocal
display takes center stage. I
think that is what ultimately
works with this album. It is
a magnificent, harmonious
blend of music and vocals.
While listening to "One
Second to Love" it is very hard
for the listener not to draw
comparisons to the similar,
very successful Swedish
output Little Dragon. I can
see Nite Jewel reaching
a similar tipping point in
popularity, as happens with
all great musicians. From
underground
cassettes
to
headlining
summer
festivals, it's only a matter
of time before Nite Jewel
is a household name. They
will be performing in
Minneapolis at the Triple
Rock on March 31. I suggest
you grab a ticket and enjoy
the show before the venues
get larger and the audience
more numerous.

Contact Michael at
MJWittig5558@winona.edu
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Top 10 Disney Channel Movies
by: Kortney Spaeth

10. Get A Clue
Lesson learned: Lindsay Lohan may be a mess
today, but at least she has a back up plan as a
detective.

5. Zenon: Girl of the 21st Century
Lesson learned: This movie happened in 2049.
Here is what we have to look forward to in 37
years.

9. Johnny Tsunami
Lesson learned: Johnny Tsunami is quite fun to
say.

4. Halloweentown
Lesson learned: Take Halloween VERY seriously.

8. Motocrossed
Lesson learned: Girls canpull off shorthair. I assume
Emma Watson found her inspiration from this
movie.
7. The Thirteenth Year
Lesson learned: Not only do mermaids exist- so do
mermen!
6. Double Teamed
Lesson learned: Ankle injuries are not that
serious.

Student Housing
-4 & 5 bedroom houses
-Close to campus, 1-3 blocks
-Heat, water and rubbish included
-3 bedroom apartment
-3 blocks from WSU
Call (507) 458.5699
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3. The Luck of the Irish
Lesson learned: Looks like we found out what
Lassiter from the show "Psych" was doing before
being a detective.
2. Smart House
Lesson learned: Never trust a talking house.
1. Brink!
Lesson learned: Cheaters never win. Also, any
company named "Pup N' Suds" is bound to
succeed.
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Softball now 10-1 on the season, start eight game road trip in Flordia on Friday
Alyssa Griffith

Winonan
The
Warriors
swept
Augustana in a doubleheader at the RCTC Dome in
Rochester on Thursday, with a
4-1 win in game one and a 5-2
victory in the second.
Molly Link lifted the Warriors
with a go-ahead single in game
one, and Morgan Lintz's tworun home run led them to a win
in game two.
The Warriors took advantage
of a first inning Augustana error
in the first game, with Brooke
Piotrowski able to steal second
and come around to score.
Augustana responded in the
fifth inning, bringing the game
to a one to one tie.
Winona State brought in three
runs on two outs in the bottom
of the fifth after another error
by Augustana. The error loaded
the bases for the Warriors. Link

hit a two-run single, followed
by an RBI base hit by Kim
Wachholder.
Stacey Struzynski is now 6-0
on the season, only allowing
one run in seven innings. She
allowed seven hits and got out
of a first and seventh inning
jam.
Augustana got on the board
early with a 1-0 lead in the first
inning in the second game of
the double header.
The Warriors got ahead in the
fourth inning on Lintz's two
run home run, and added three
more runs in the fifth after an
Augustana error and a two-run
double by Wachholder.
"We capitalized on the
errors, and we took advantage
offensively," Link said. "We
got timely hits when needed,
and we kept moving our base
runners."
Brittany Stewart allowed one
earned run with three strikeouts

in the game two win.
While the offense stepped up
in both games, the wins were
a team effort, with pitching
and defense working to keep
Augustana's bats quiet.
"What really won both games
is our pitching and defense,"
Link said. "Both Stacy and
Britt dominated on the mound
and the defense backed them
up making huge plays."
Second baseman Kaitlin
Hardie led the Warriors with
three hits, while Wachholder
and Lintz each had two in the
doubleheader.
The Warriors are now
preparing for an eight game
road trip in Florida next week.
"We're going to see a lot of
good ball clubs down there,
but we're going to bring our
best stuff with us to get the job
done." Link said.
The
team
emphasizes
improving their abilities before

anything else.
"My style is take care of us
first for a couple of reasons,"
Coach Greg Jones said. "First
of all, it's the only thing we can
control. Second of all, I think
softball is a game where we all
do the same thing. We all have
to perform at the best of our
ability and I feel like if we're
at our best, teams have to find a
way to beat us."
Rather than worrying about
the eight teams they will
face next week, the Warriors
continue to focus on making
themselves better than the day
before.
"Our mindset is we never in
practice talk about the name
of our opponent, we never
talk about standings, we never
talk about rankings and things
like that," Jones said. "It's all
about us and getting ready. We
want to be better at the end of
practice than we were in the

beginning."
With the two victories,
Winona State moves to 10-1
overall, and starts their eight
game road trip in Florida on
Friday.

Contact Alyssa at
A Griffith09@winona.edu

Tennis in full swing, "definitely in the running with confidence this year"
Mitch Rudolph

Winonan
The Winona State University
women's tennis team faced
three opponents last weekend,
beating two out of three
including a victory against
regionally ranked Upper Iowa.
Last Friday night the team
faced Upper Iowa University,
who were ranked third in the
region. The Warriors won two
of three doubles matches and
four out of six singles earning
them a final victory of 6-3 over
the Peacocks.
Erin Kappers and Leah Dahl
defeated Amanda Nunez and
Jennah Smith 8-6 in doubles.
Nunez, who is nationally
ranked, was also defeated in
singles by Kappers. This is
Kapper's first year with the
Warriors.
The following day, the
Warriors battled Minnesota
State University Moorhead
at home beating them 9-0.
The Warriors won five out of
their six single matches with
help from Leah Koehler who
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claimed a 6-0, 6-1 victory in
her match.
Kappers and Dahl also won
their single matches.
In doubles, Jessica Urban
and Laura Lindstrand claimed
an 8-5 victory over Moorhead.
The Warriors won two out of
three doubles.
The last match was against
Augustana. The
Warriors
fought hard but unfortunately
lost 6-3.
Dahl and Kappers teamed up
again to claim an 8-5 in doubles
while Leah Koehler achieved a
singles victory over Liz Lewis.
Kappers would go on to win
an individual match as well
against Katie Jesperson giving
her a victory in all three singles
matches over the weekend.
After a solid performance,
the women take a much-needed
day off in perpetration for the
upcoming meets including a
trip to Arizona during spring
break.
At this point in the season, the
Warriors will begin conference
matches. They are currently
8-3 this season with plenty

more games to come.
"We are definitely in the
running with conference this
year," Dahl said.
The team continues to
train hard with a set work out
schedule of two hours Monday
through Friday as well as twice
a week lifting.
The women will next head
to Arizona from Mar. 12-14 to
compete in four meets against
several teams including Mesa
State and Eastern Arizona.
"The Mesa State game will be
the one to watch," said Winona
State student Kyle Loaney.
Last year Mesa State beat the
Warriors in regionals. The hot
climate will be a nice change of
pace for the women who have
been playing indoors for the
majority of the season.
To catch all the action
stay
tuned
at
www.
winonastatewarriors.com.
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Women's basketball await decision on placement in NCAA Tournament with 18-11 record
Alyssa Griffith
Winonan
The Warriors ended their
season with a 76-67 loss
against Mary in the first round
of the NSIC/Sanford Health
Tournament Wednesday.
Warrior Katie Wolff scored
18 points and recorded six
3-pointers, but in the final five
minutes of the game, Mary
went on a 16-7 run that would
bring them the win.
Winona State was behind the
whole game before gaining a
two-point advantage over Mary
after a 3-pointer by Marieanna
Dulas with less than seven
minutes left in play.
Abby Busch recorded 14
points and ten boards on her
way to a double-double, while
Michelle McDonald added
15 points. Wolff matched her
season-high six triples.
Winona State was down

11 points with less than four
minutes in the first half, but
was able to decrease Mary's
lead to only two points by the
break.
Mary increased the distance
again, gaining a lead of 13
points with 13 minutes in the
second half, with the Warriors
fighting back once again to
come to a two-point advantage.
"Throughout
the
whole
game, we made runs to get
ourselves close," Wolff said.
"At a couple different points in
the second half, the game was
tied and we even took the lead.
However, we couldn't hang
on to it. When it came down
to it, they made shots and we
didn't."
The Warriors and Mary's
defenses were on point
throughout the game, with
Winona State shooting 35
percent and Mary shooting 37
percent.

"The first half, their shooter
hit four three's on us and then
in the second half we couldn't
stop their post play so no matter
where we tried to put help
defense it wasn't working,"
Dulas said. "It was a good
game but a hard loss."
McDonald has been named
to the All-NSIC first team for
the second season in a row. She
currently leads the Warriors in
scoring and rebounding, and is
ranked fourth in the league in
points scored per game. She
has recorded eight games this
season of at least 20 points,
and averaged 16 points and 7.9
rebounds a game.
Wolff has also been selected
to the all-conference second
team. She averaged 8.6 points
and 3.6 assists per game this
season, and recorded a seasonhigh 20 points against Upper
Iowa. She is ranked fourth at
Winona State in career triples.

With the season ending, the
Warriors are able to look back
at how they have improved
since starting the season in
December.
"I think looking back we
improved
on
overcoming
adversity," Dulas said. "We had
so many injuries this season that
every single girl on the team
had to step up in some games
or another. It helped make us a
deep team but it was difficult to
overcome all of that."
Injuries plagued the Warriors
early in the season, but the girls
were able to count on each
other to continue the best they
could.
"It was a season full of
difficulties," Wolff said. "Each
time someone got injured, there
was a teammate to pick them
up. You don't see that very
often. This is a special group of
girls."
The loss brings Winona State

to 18-11 on the season, and will
learn its place in the NCAA
Tournament on Sunday. The
top eight teams getting bids
into the Tournament, and the
Warriors are ranked ninth in the
NCAA Central Region.

Contact Alyssa at

AGriffith09@winona.edu

Warrior basketball goes 1-1 on last road trip of the regular season, now 24-2 overall on year
Erin Cochran
Winonan
The 2011-12 season, one
filled with ups and downs, has
come to close for the Winona
State
University
Warriors
men's basketball team.
The team advanced to the
semi-finals with a win against
St. Cloud in the opening round
but fell to Southwest Minnesota
State, who pulled off the NSIC
Tournament's biggest upset.
In the 64-53 win over the
sixth-seed, St. Cloud State, the
drive to win fueled the thirdseed Warrior game play.
Clayton Vette added 11
rebounds, went 9-of-18 from
the floor, and recorded a
double-double with 22 points.
This
was
the
third
consecutive 20-point game
and sixth double-double of the
season.
C.J. Erickson and Zander
Culver hit 3-pointers in three
possessions, challenging the
Mustangs in the field.
Erickson finished
off the
night scoring 12 points as well
as nine rebounds while Taylor

Cameron had four assists, six
rebounds and added 10 points.
The Huskies shot 30 percent
while the Warriors shot 38
percent.
"Overall, the game was very
physical," said Vette. "I tried
passing around and holding
them back while taking my
time."
This
was
the
eighth
consecutive win against St.
Cloud for Winona State and
second consecutive victory in
NSIC tournament play.
Though the Warriors had
confidence after the win
against the Huskies, they
would not be victorious against
the Southwest Minnesota State
Mustangs.
The Warriors fell short,
69-64 against the Mustangs
at the Mayo Civic Center in
Rochester. Meaning they were
just five points away from the
championship game.
The Warriors lost one of their
best players, Vette, for all but
99 seconds in the first half due
to two fouls.
At half, Winona State had
the advantage 36-31 but the

Mustangs brought out their
intensity and closed the
gap leading to a five-point
advantage for the win.
There was a one-point deficit
with 38 seconds remaining due
to a Cameron layup.
Cameron finished with six
rebounds, two assists and
added 16 points.
Xavier Humphrey added 14
points and Vette added 15, all
within the second half.
The game was tightly
officiated
which
took
away Warrior free
throw
opportunities and aggression.
Southwest Minnesota State
was called for 15 fouls and the
Warriors were called for 21.
In the second half the men
went only 1 for 2 from the foul
line while the Mustangs went
11 of 18 and 16 of 23 overall.
"1 really thought we were
going to win this game," said
Vette.
Minnesota
Southwest
State will now move onto the
championship game against
Minnesota Moorhead.
Vette, Winona State's leading
scorer and rebounder was the

only Warrior to be selected for
the 10-member All-NSIC first
team.
Each game, he challenged
the defense and controlled
the court, making the games
competitive and high scoring.
Cameron, also a top player,
was selected for the second
NSIC team all-league.
The Warriors final record for
the 2011-2012 season is 19-3
NSIC play and 25-4 overall.
Contact Erin at

ECochran08@winona.edu
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Gymnastics finish fourth at WIAC Championship meet, fall short of qualifiying for Nationals as a team
Jamie Babetch
Winonan
The Winona State University
women's gymnastics team
finished fourth at the WIAC
Championship, falling just two
points short of qualifying for
the national meet as a team.
The Warriors posted a total
score of 181.300.
Wisconsin-La Crosse took
first places with a score
of
187.700.
WisconsinWhitewater and WisconsinEau Claire also guaranteed a
spot at Nationals.
Winona State started on
the floor, recording a score of
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46.475.
Anna Gleason and Chelsea
Lindeman scored matching
scores of 9.400.
Jena Jondahl also scored a
9.350 and Kimberly Miske
scored 9.325.
Then competing on the vault
they scored a total of 46.300.
Jondahl lead the Warriors
witha9.375 andKatie Seehusen
scored a total of 9.300.
The Warriors then competed
on the bars.
Winona State posted a score
of 44.275.
Gleason lead the Warriors
with a scored of 9.150. Jondahl
added 9.000 to the total.

The Warriors closed off the
meet on the beam.
Sabrina Hoover added 9.350
to the total score of 44.125.
Jondahl finished fifth in the
all-around with a total score of
37.025.
Jenna Woelfel said, "Support
and cheering are some of the
biggest things when it comes
to gymnastics. Especially
with our team, we definitely
emphasize team success."
The Warriors are sending six
individuals to NCGA National
Championship.
"There will be six teams
there and six individuals on
each event," Gleason said.

"We wish we would have
qualified as a team but it's
awesome that we had 6 girls
qualify as individuals."
Jondahl will compete in the
all-around.
Laura Fabian and Seehusen
qualified to compete on the
vault.
Gleason will compete on the
bars and Hoover will be on the
beam.
Lindeman
qualified
to
compete on the floor.
Brooke Baures has a chance
to make the national meet
to compete on the beam if
Brockport earns a spot as a
team in their regional meet.

Lindeman said, "We are
going to prepare for Nationals
just like we have been preparing
all of season. We are going to
continue to maintain what we
have and continue to do the fine
tuning on our skills."
The
NCGA
National
Championship will be held in
New York on March 23 and 24.
You can follow their success
and other Winona State athletics
at www.winonastatewarriors.
com.

Contact Jamie at
JBabetch08@winona.edu

Baseball split doubleheaders against UW-Parkside, 2-2 overall this season
Erin Cochran
Winonan

The Winona State University
baseball team began their
season with a split victory, loss
against
Wisconsin-Parkside
in a double header at the
Metrodome in Minneapolis on
Feb. 25.
The team is coming off of
arguably their best season in
program history. In the 2011
season, the Warriors posted
4,218 overall and 25-9 in NSIC
play. It was the first regional
championship in program
history.
The team advanced to
the NCAA Division II
Championship game and
finished second.
The season debut at the
Metrodome gave the Warriors
one win and a loss.
In game one, UW-Parkside
won with five runs to the
Warriors' three.

Warriors had the lead in the
second inning of a two-run
double by Brett Young.
The game tied in the fifth
with a Derek Wojcik walk by
taking a wild pitch to get to
second and scoring on a passed
ball.
UW-Parkside gained runs in
the second, fourth and fifth to
lock in the victory.
"After our 2-2 start at the
dome I feel like a lot of players,
myself included, left a little
disappointed, knowing that
we could have played better,"
Adam Gemeunden said. "We
saw where we stand right now.
We did a lot of things right the
past weekend and also saw
what we need to improve on
heading down into our Florida
trip here this coming week.
Our team isn't going to let one
weekend get us down we are to
motivated to succeed."
In game two, Winona State
jumped to an early lead and

never let UW-Parkside get
close to closing the cap.
Seth
McMullen
made
a sacrifice fly in the first,
Gemeunden led in the second
with a double and scored at
home by Kyle Sill.
Cody Strang doubled in the
fifth to allow Mike Wasilik to
score, giving the 3-0 advantage.
The advantage tightened
to six in the sixth inning.
McMullen solidified a RBI
base hit and Wasilik made a
two-run double.
Pitcher Brandon Verthein
stood at the mound with a
solid season debut appearance,
playing six innings and
allowing a one hit, one earned
run.
The Warriors are currently
ranked fifth in Division II by
Baseball America and 18th in
the NOBWA preseason poll.
In region rankings, the men
sit at third behind Minnesota
State University Mankato and

St. Cloud State.
This season looks promising
with many returners and
powerful redshirts.
Of the seven players who
hit .310 last season, five are
returning.
The infield this season has
many familiar faces. Jamie
Soyk at catcher, Gemeunden at
first, Nate Van Roekel at second
base, McMullen at shortstop
and Wojcik at third.
Sill will serve as designated
hitter. He was an all-NSIC
first team selection last season
and hit .368 with 21 RBI last
season.
The Warriors have a solid
rotation with powerhouse
Kodey Simon at first bat. John
Wenker, who holds the second
at bat, went 7-2 last season and
pitched for five innings which
helped send the Warriors to the
National Championship game.
The Warriors are primed for
what could be another winning

season.
"Our ultimate goal as a
team is to get where we left
off last year playing in the
National Championship game
again," Gemeunden said. "Our
team believes we have the
caliber players to get there in
our pitching staff and hitters
returning from
last year's
team."
The team will travel to
Florida next week. The first
game will be March 24 against
St. Cloud State.

Contact Erin at
ECochran08@winona.edu
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Spring 2012
Workshops
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cord'3rsd n etwork cord with you to the workshop.
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